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Hanergy’s Li taps shadow lenders to fund group’s
startling growth

Lucy Hornby in Beijing and Miles Johnson in London

Close to 100 per cent of Hanergy Thin Film Power’s sales are made to its parent. Since 2013, HTF shares
have risen 1,200 per cent

China’s richest man has been loading up on high interest shadow banking loans — and selling off a
private jet — to fuel the rapid growth of the most valuable solar company in the world.
A Financial Times investigation has found that Hanergy Group, run by founder Li Hejun, has
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borrowed billions of renminbi from high-interest Chinese “trust products” marketed to wealthy
individuals, and loans secured through pledging shares in its Hong Kong-listed subsidiary.
This month the company obtained a HK$412.5m loan (US$53m) by
selling and leasing back one of Mr Li’s Gulfstream jets to a small Hong Kong lender whose other
main asset is a bulk cargo ship.
Revelations about Hanergy’s borrowing arrangements, pieced together from company filings and
fundraising documents, follow a period of huge gains for shares of its $23.7bn Hong-Kong listed
subsidiary, Hanergy Thin Film Power Group.
Since the start of 2013 HTF shares have risen 1,200 per cent compared with a 17 per cent rise by the
Hang Seng index over the same period. As of a January disclosure, Mr Li held a net position of 74.93
per cent of the company.
The rapid rise in value of the listed unit shares has pushed Mr Li to the status of China’s richest man,
overtaking Alibaba founder Jack Ma, according to the Hurun global rich list.
Hanergy Group has snapped up overseas developers of thin film solar technology, amid promises to
make thin film solar competitive by producing it at scale. This month, the company announced it
would launch solar powered cars in 2015.
Hanergy’s ambitious plans require financing, and it has secured lines of credit from traditional
banks as well as shadow banking channels. The company is building or operating at least nine
factories in China, and is in the process of constructing a hydropower dam in Myanmar.
Over the past two years Hanergy Group has raised at least Rmb3.5bn through a number of trust
products, lightly regulated savings products predominantly sold to wealthy retail investors, issued by
at least four different companies.
The products offer annual interest rates of between 7.5 per cent and 10.5 per cent — so the cost to
Hanergy is an estimated 8.5-11.5 per cent when taking into account typical fees that trust companies
charge borrowers. Many are guaranteed by Mr Li.
Hanergy’s cost of financing has climbed even as average interest rates have fallen for many private
Chinese borrowers, who turned to trust products in droves when bank lending tightened in 2010.
“By and large, when you look at trust borrowers you are normally talking about companies who don’t
have access to bank financing, or don’t have sufficient access,” says Jason Bedford, director of Asian
financials research at UBS in Hong Kong and an expert in Chinese trust products.
Hanergy did not provide responses when requested to comment for this article.
Reforms in the banking sector have allowed many
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private borrowers to access traditional bank loans again,
at interest rates of about 7-8 per cent, compared with
rates well into the double digits a few years ago, Mr
Bedford said.
Most of Hanergy’s borrowing through trust products,
according to company financial documents, is tied to its
Jinanqiao hydroelectric dam in China’s Yunnan
Province, which has been the cash cow that has enabled
Mr Li’s bold foray into thin film solar technology.
The FT recently detailed unusual business practices at
Hanergy’s listed unit — including that close to 100 per cent of revenues were from sales made to its
parent, Hanergy Group. The FT also reported a high level of unsettled bills from the parent
company.
After the FT report, HTF said in a stock exchange filing that its parent had settled its remaining
receivables. At a February 2 press event at the group’s Beijing headquarters, Mr Li told state
broadcaster CCTV that “foreign media don’t understand Hanergy.”
Company executives told the FT that Hanergy Group’s mainland factories were not fully ramped up
yet, although “output was gradually rising.” Output from the plants is still below the scale needed to
make panels profitably, according to HTF chief executive Frank Dai Mingfang. Hanergy has started
to develop customers outside its own solar farms.
In a separate interview with CNBC this month Mr Li said: “We have a steady cash flow from the
hydropower stations. Every year we can get $1bn net cash flow.”
Yet fundraising documents seen by the FT prompt the question of whether revenue from the dam is
entirely unencumbered. Its final stage of construction in 2010 was financed by a large three-year,
Rmb2.1bn trust product at 8.1 per cent annual interest issued by China Credit Trust, one of the
nation’s largest trust companies.
The collateral for these loans was the rights to revenues from the soon-to-be completed Jinanqiao
dam. Trust products issued since have often pledged shares in the Jinanqiao dam as collateral, or the
rights to revenues from the dam. Local corporate registry information shows Jinanqiao shares have
been pledged to fifteen different financing institutions, chief among them Minsheng Trust and
Sichuan Trust, both of which have issued trust products for Hanergy.
Companies that raise money through trust products often collateralise assets at deep discounts to
their true value, raising the risk for the borrower.
Hanergy is also advertising on microfinance websites to raise funds at high interest rates. These
include three- and four-month duration Hanergy investment products raising Rmb10m each at
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annual interest rates of 10-11 per cent on iTouzi, a lending site set up to facilitate funding for
financial guarantee institutions.
On another microfinance site, Jimu Box, retail investment products raising about Rmb20m in funds
for leasing solar equipment come with a guarantee from Hanergy.
Corporate registrations show the end borrower, a new energy leasing group in Tianjin, is controlled
by Hanergy Holding America, Hanergy Group’s US subsidiary.
Hanergy’s reliance on trust products for financing comes despite its apparent ease of access to
traditional bank loans. At the beginning of 2014, it signed a three-year, Rmb20bn ($2.57bn) credit
line with Minsheng Bank and the Asia Financial Cooperation Association, a regional bank
association. Hanergy said at the time this was to “ease pressure on Hanergy’s cash flow as it
continues to expand its businesses in the photovoltaic and hydropower sectors”.
In 2011, China Development Bank extended to Hanergy a five-year, Rmb30bn line of credit. CDB
holds one of the largest blocks of pledged Jinanqiao shares.
However, state-owned banks remain cautious about sectors with significant overcapacity. The
collapse in oil prices and the 2013 bankruptcy of solar panel manufacturer Suntech has made them
more cautious about the solar sector, even though clean energy and technology development are still
priorities for Beijing.
Mr Li has used debt to buy up shares of Hanergy’s Hong Kong-listed subsidiary whose shares have
risen so spectacularly.
In late 2013, the listed company HTF announced that Mr Li had pledged as collateral 5bn of his 17bn
shares to four financial institutions in exchange for a loan of HK$520m. The company said
HK$345m of the loan was used to buy up HTF shares.
In a company filing this January, Mr Li was recorded to have 80.75 per cent of the company as well
as a “short” position of 5.82 per cent.
The most unusual case of Hanergy’s hunger for financing is this month’s deal involving a private jet,
the same week that Mr Li topped the ranks of China’s richest.
On February 5, Hanergy sold a Gulfstream G550 jet to a small listed Hong Kong company called
Noble Century Investment in a sale and leaseback agreement for HK$412.5m, according to a stock
market filing by Noble Century.
Noble Century, whose other main asset is a bulk cargo ship, will lease back the jet to Mr Li for a total
consideration of HK$538m, in a deal which in effect equates to a loan at an annual interest rate of
about 9 per cent, according to FT calculations.
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FT Seasonal Appeal: China’s missing children

Lucy Hornby

Thousands are trafficked each year. But parents are working together to fight
organised kidnapping
haoyuan was playing by the village store when he disappeared. His worried grandparents found
the toddler’s footprints in the path by the local temple. And then, nothing.
The villagers waded through ponds and probed wells. They combed through abandoned houses and
sugar cane fields. After a few hours, they called the boy’s father home from his factory job in the
nearby city. He called the police.
That was January. Nearly a year later, there are no clues. Every
morning before his factory shift begins, Zhaoyuan’s father Chen Shengkuan searches preschools and
parks in Zhanjiang, a small city in southern China. Squatting on the kerb he scans passing children.
“I can only relax if I’ve tired myself out with looking,” says Mr Chen, a 28-year-old whose legs were
paralysed by childhood polio. “Every day at work, I am consumed with the thought of him. At night, I
lie in bed thinking: ‘How could he have disappeared from the village?’”
Zhaoyuan’s family has come to the grim conclusion that he is one of the thousands of children
trafficked in China. The trade ranges from the informal — babies given up by impoverished rural
families — to criminal gangs who kidnap children and sell them. The police are treating Zhaoyuan’s
disappearance as a kidnapping.
In China, babies and toddlers, especially boys like Zhaoyuan, are in demand for adoption. Girls
might be raised as future brides. Teenagers can be tricked into prostitution or work as unpaid
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labourers in low-margin industries like brickmaking.
For this year’s Seasonal Appeal, the Financial Times is working in partnership with Stop The Traffik,
an organisation that raises awareness of this modern-day slave trade, whose victims the UN says
have been found in 124 countries. Many cases blur the lines, especially as vulnerable people cross
borders to escape conflict or look for work. Forced labour — the main form of trafficking in central
and east Asia — accounts for 40 per cent of all cases and, according to the International Labour
Organisation, generates $150bn a year in private profits. In China as elsewhere, teenagers lured with
the promise of work find themselves uncompensated and unable to escape.
“There are many cases where trafficking isn’t necessarily a helpful term — or where it might not be
the most accurate,” says Bridget Anderson, research director at Oxford university’s Centre on
Migration, Policy and Society. “But kidnapping children in China is as clear as it could be.”
Urbanisation drives abductions
Like many children of migrant workers, 20-month-old Zhaoyuan lived with his grandparents in a
village with only a few dozen elderly inhabitants, crumbling brick houses and lanes filled with weeds.
Mr Chen visited as often as he could. Family photos show him beaming with pride at his son, who
shares his long eyelashes and crooked grin.
The country’s rapid economic development has been driven by the flood of young adults like Mr
Chen into growing cities. That creates an opening for kidnappers to nab toddlers like Zhaoyuan who
play unsupervised in half-abandoned villages or city slums.
By the time Mr Chen joined the search for his son, Zhaoyuan was probably long gone. Traffickers
typically pass a drugged, sleeping child to young women who board a long-distance bus. Handed off
again at a train station, he could have been whisked anywhere on China’s 120,000km rail network.
“Child abduction ties into more people leaving their hometowns for work,” says Pi Yijun, a
criminologist at the China University of Political Science and Law. “When there are more migrant
workers there are more left-behind children.”

©AFP
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angdong, have revealed that the price
00,000. Boys on average fetch twice
the price of girls. Most stay within China but some end up in international adoptions — joining the
millions of people forcibly moved across borders in what is a growing global trade.
China’s child trafficking problem is inseparable from its policy on population control. Kidnappers
steal from regions where enforcement is lax — like the rural south-west — and sell into regions
where tough enforcement of the one-child policy has left a shortage of heirs and brides. In some
provinces, it is cheaper to buy a child than pay the fine for having a second or third. Rising infertility
in cities creates more demand.
For years, harsh punishment for violating the one-child policy created a supply of healthy and
available babies. Boys were quickly placed in China; over the course of two decades about 120,000
children, mostly girls, were adopted overseas. “The one-child policy put a price on healthy children,
primarily male children, through creating a shortage. This manifested itself in two ways: through the
international adoption market, and likely in domestic cases of missing children,” says Mei Fong,
author of One Child, the Story of China’s Most Radical Experiment .
But by the mid 2000s, the one-child policy had eased, more couples could afford fines and birth
control was more reliable. Birth rates plummeted. Suddenly, there were fewer babies. International
adoptions out of China peaked in 2005. In 2007, Beijing introduced eligibility restrictions on foreign
adoptions, indicating there were fewer healthy infants available.
Xiaosong goes missing
That year, a couple from eastern China opened a clothing store in Huizhou, a crowded southern
factory town. They sent their 11-year-old daughter and five-year-old son to buy milk at the
neighbourhood shop. The girl stopped to play with a friend. When she looked up, her brother
Xiaosong was gone.
“We stayed up all night making posters and plastering them around the neighbourhood,” says his
mother, Xiong Shuifeng. They only attracted fraudsters. Within 10 days, Xiong and her husband
Xiao Chaohua had paid out almost Rmb40,000 to callers claiming to know the boy’s whereabouts.
“When someone says they have your child, your heart leaps,” she recalls.
“You don’t think straight.”
Mr Xiao says that “pretty soon we realised there were lots of these cases”.
Unable to get help from police in Guangdong he covered a van with
photographs of missing children and drove to Beijing to petition the
government to act against the trade.
He got little satisfaction but he did find a sociologist named Yu Jianrong,

We stayed up all
night making posters
and plastering them
around the
neighbourhood, but
they only attracted
fraudsters
- Xiong Shuifeng
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who has turned kidnapping into a national issue by posting photos of missing children on his blog.
In the years since Xiaosong vanished, trafficking stories have shocked China. A father searching for
his missing son liberated hundreds of teenagers enslaved at brick kilns. A mother discovered her
11-year-old daughter had been sold into prostitution and was working in a brothel run by police.
Doctors tricked parents into giving up newborns, family planning officers seized undocumented
children and some orphanages bought babies for placement overseas.

©FT montage

Parents like Mr Xiao formed a network of volunteers who fan across the country looking for
kidnapped children. “In the cities where we’ve been, there’s a lot of publicity around this,” Ms Xiong
says. “But in the countryside, they still don’t know to guard against it.”
The lost children strike a national chord. Decades of turmoil, migration and the one-child policy
have fractured many Chinese families. The website, Baobeihuijia.com or “Baby Come Home”, carries
15,000 listings and co-ordinates 20,000 volunteers. Postings include parents looking for children
they were forced to give up long ago, adoptees hoping to find biological parents, and even missing
adults. It is a tapestry of grief and hope.
In the face of public outrage, China revised its criminal law last month to
punish people who buy children. Earlier laws forbidding the
abandonment, stealing or selling of children were only enforced in the
past few years, as the one-child policy eased and kidnapping cases grew
more prominent.
Activists hope China’s recent relaxation of the one-child policy will reduce
kidnapping but they also fear it could reduce the number of babies
available for adoption, thus creating an even stronger incentive to steal.

Police are under
pressure to perform
well in cracking cases,
so they want to see a
higher number of
rescued children
- Pi Yijun

Public anger
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In 2009 — as fears over kidnapping became a public obsession — police set up a national
anti-trafficking task force and a DNA database to match parents with missing children. The task
force concentrates on retrieving babies or toddlers passed through trafficking rings. “Police are
under pressure to perform well in cracking cases, so it’s unavoidable that they want to see a higher
number of rescued children,” Mr Pi says. “However, when people try to assess the abduction
situation, they are reluctant to talk about it.”
Reported trafficking cases and the number of children rescued have both climbed steeply since
2009. While the Baby Come Home site receives about 1,000 appeals for help a year — probably a
good proxy for the number of kidnappings — official statistics for trafficked women and children
have soared, from 6,513 in 2009 to 20,735 in 2013. Media reports say 13,000 women or children
were rescued in 2014, and 24,000 in 2013. The police declined interview requests.
Advocates argue that criminalising the buying of children will stop kidnapping but the new law is
surprisingly divisive. Buying or selling children through informal brokers is a long tradition in the
countryside. Only a minority of trafficked children are kidnapped.
Southern Metropolis Daily, a Guangdong newspaper, analysed 380 trafficking cases tried in
provincial courts over the past two years. About two-thirds of the children had been sold by their
birth parents or close relations, due to poverty, to avoid fines or because the parents were
unmarried.

Some kidnapped children have been returned to their birth parents after traffickers were arrested.
Other purchased children — who were not kidnapped — have been torn from the only families they
have ever known and deposited, unclaimed, in orphanages.
Ms Xiong scoffs at the idea that parents might not realise they bought a stolen child, especially an
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older one like Xiaosong. “Adoptive parents might think it’s an extra child that’s been brokered. But
no one would sell a boy!”
Xiaosong would be 14 now. He might not look much like the wide-eyed boy plastered on his father’s
van, wearing a sweater knitted by his mother. “I just want a glimpse of him, to know how he’s doing,”
says Mr Xiao.
Mr Chen faces a similar agonising wait. As a teenager, he joined the flow of migrants out of China’s
villages. He found work in Zhanjiang at a factory employing disabled workers. He also found love
with Zeng Huarong. Their second son was born in October.

Chen Shengkuan looks at a photo of his son, Zhaoyuan, who disappeared in January from his village near
the city of Zhanjiang

But having spent Rmb30,000 in his search for Zhaoyuan, Mr Chen worries that the arrival of his
second son leaves him even fewer resources to find his first. “I’m happy, but I am also sad. One child
is at home and the other missing. Sometimes I don’t know what to do.”
In the 11 months he has been gone, Zhaoyuan will have grown several inches; he may no longer
understand his grandparents’ Leizhou dialect, or remember his own name. The odds on Mr Chen
noticing him outside a pre-school are small, but the alternative is giving up altogether.
“I believe I will find him, if I just keep looking,” he says. “I hope he remembers me, remembers that I
am his father.”
Additional reporting by Luna Lin, Wan Li and Anna Hsieh
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Chinese environment: Ground operation

Lucy Hornby

Soil pollution is a $1tn problem that causes serious illnesses and
contaminates crops. But can Beijing afford to clean it up?

The Tianjin disaster has highlighted the costly problem of industrial pollution on China’s soil

©AFP

he chemicals warehouse explosions in the port city of Tianjin last month reached straight into
Yan Hongmei’s apartment, fracturing her mother’s pelvis when a window frame crashed on to
her bed. A few days later, rain sprinkled the city with foamy yellowish flecks. The day after that,
thousands of dead fish turned riverbanks into a silvery-white mass.
“They say there are no problems now, but what about the future? What if our children will be
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affected down the road?” she said as she begged officials to buy her home. “We are afraid of the
pollution posed by chemicals. Even though they say there is no pollution and it is safe, we still
believe pollution exists.”
The fallout in Tianjin — from air, to water, to soil — is mirrored in
industrial pollution across China. The thick smog that blocks the sun and causes hospital admissions
to rise, often dubbed the “smog-ocalypse”, makes headlines worldwide. Rivers sometimes
inexplicably turn red, plagues of dead fish can materialise overnight and algae blooms turn lakes
bright green.
But soil pollution — invisible, its effects lingering long after the original polluter is gone — may be
the thorniest problem of them all.
Faced with public discontent, Beijing has started to address air pollution by modernising factories
and moving coal-consuming industries away from cities. By 2020, many major waterways are
supposed to meet new drinking water standards. Some of these remedies may be counterproductive, since moving polluting factories to the hinterlands can have the perverse effect of fouling
air, soil and water closer to river sources.
Yet the government is only now beginning to grapple with soil pollution, after years in which experts
struggled to bring attention to the issue.
In 2004, workers digging Beijing’s Songjiazhuang subway station were poisoned by gases leeching
from an abandoned pesticide plant. That sparked China’s first regulations on decontaminating
abandoned industrial sites. Recent incidents, including cyanide contamination after the Tianjin
blasts, are raising public awareness.
“China has entered its Love Canal era,” says Lan Hong, a professor at Renmin University’s School of
Environment and Natural Resources, who is drafting a plan to finance China’s soil pollution
clean-up. The 1970s discovery that the Love Canal neighbourhood near Niagara Falls was built on
toxic waste led to the US “Superfund” for brownfield sites.
China needs Rmb7tn ($1.1tn) to clean up soil pollution, equivalent to one-third of its entire foreign
exchange reserves, if it uses practices developed in the US and Japan, Ms Lan estimates. “China can’t
afford it,” she says.
The Chinese central bank estimates that the environment ministry’s targets for cleaner air and water
alone require Rmb2tn a year over the next five years, although the central bank wants “green
financing” to relieve government coffers. A soil pollution action plan in the works will also involve
significant budget allocations during the next five-year plan from 2016-2020. Otherwise, Ms Lan
says, at current spending of about Rmb40bn a year, sorting out soil pollution “will take us 1,000
years”.
Redevelopment concerns
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“Green financing” only goes so far. Investors can charge for treated wastewater, but there is little
return on soil remediation. “The biggest challenge is financing. Where’s the money coming from?”
one businessman says.
One funding source is developers who, according to
World Bank studies, should be willing to clean up
contaminated urban sites to raise the value of their
land. But that idea has yet to bear fruit. A special fund
was created for one flagship site, the blackened former
campus of Shougang Steel in Beijing, after Shougang
balked at spending $800m to rehabilitate the land.

bottled water.

When housing has been built near reclaimed sites, there
are scant profits for developers. China’s largest clean-up
project to date, a former coking plant in Beijing, is
ringed by low-income apartments housing Beijingers
forced out of historic hutong neighbourhoods. Bitter
residents spend three times their subsidised rent on

Yet even if urban industrial sites do begin to sprout luxury apartments, soil pollution will still blight
rust belt towns and prime farmland. “The US and Europe have a lot of brownfield sites but China is
different, because a lot of its agricultural land is polluted,” says Chen Tongbin, director of the Center
for Environmental Remediation at the Chinese Academy of Sciences.
Despite the challenges China faces in cleaning up its soil, some give it credit for doing far more than
most other developing economies. The former Soviet Union is full of abandoned industrial sites
while pollution from mining and factory waste is a growing problem in Africa and Asia.
“The country that’s furthest along in all this is China. The steps they have taken are far beyond any
other country outside of the west,” says Rich Fuller, president of soil remediation specialists Pure
Earth.
Beginning in the 1950s, central planners built heavy industrial plants deep in the countryside. Winds
and rain carried black smoke and dust into surrounding towns. Worse, irrigation canals distributed
wastewater from mines and smelters into fields miles away. When economic reforms kicked off in
the 1980, farmers over-applied pesticides and fertiliser to combat stunted yields from dead soil.
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hich in turn pollutes farmland, has
ckling air, then water and leaving soil
to of a rice plant, the grain turned a
an province, the top producer, was
food safety and persistent smog. “The
pesticides and fertiliser will become
o researches food safety and

where exactly the contamination lies. It is not alone.

l government has been vague about

In 2014, China finally published a $150m national soil pollution survey from 2006-2011 that had
been classified as a “state secret”. Officials and experts were “really tense” before the report’s release,
one insider says, fearing it would harm agricultural trade. Hunan’s reputation for “cadmium rice”
has hurt sales, many believe, even though official statistics show output has risen since the Caixin
report.
The findings were alarming: nearly one-fifth of arable land was contaminated. There was no
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indication of how the contamination was distributed, or where the hotspots are.
The concern over contaminated crops reflects urban citizens’ ability to set the national agenda. That
partly explains the preference for moving polluting plants away from prosperous cities to areas
where regulations are laxer and people are too poor to complain.
While citizens worry about food and air, the risks linger in drinking water and soil. Heavy metals are
inhaled with the dust that children kick up as they play, motes that are stirred by farmers’ hoes and
passing cars. In one Hunan valley hit by an arsenic spill, villagers were told not to eat local crops or
drink local water. Four years later, babies’ hair samples showed the same elevated levels of arsenic as
the adult population.
‘Burn and bury’
Japan’s version of Love Canal was cadmium and mercury poisoning that came to light in the 1960s.
Remediation methods there, like the US, involve scraping up contaminated soil, burning it and
burying it — or in some cases dumping it deep at sea. That approach is ill-suited to contaminated
farmland. The burn-and-bury method can cost $47,000 per hectare. With farming already banned
from an estimated 3.3m hectares in China, the bill would be astronomical.

There is also the question of oversight. An economic slowdown has turned real estate developers into
soil remediation contractors. If untrained or unscrupulous contractors cut corners by improperly
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sealing incinerators or neglecting to line burial pits, pollutants would re-enter the air, water and
ground.
Another method under trial is the use of chemicals to fix metals in the soil. Chinese experts are
divided on the results. Some recoil at curing soil pollution by injecting more chemicals. Also, proper
application requires skilled workers and different pollutants require different chemicals,
complicating the scalable solution that bureaucrats want.
Every approach to solving the problem involves a trade-off. “China’s at the stage where it’s trying to
assess the magnitude of the problem,” says Scott Stefl, general business director for PeroxyChem,
which manufactures products that fix metals in the soil. “There’s no silver bullet.”
The fern gently spreading its fronds at Mr Chen’s office at CAS represents another hope.
Phytoremediation — the use of plants to suck heavy metals from fields and paddies — promises a
cheap and effective solution. It also carries risks. The crop must be burnt and buried, or the heavy
metals will re-enter the soil. Rice is particularly suited to absorbing heavy metals, but what if
someone sells the tainted crop?
Some badly contaminated villages are switching to ornamental crops, like flowers or saplings, that
cannot be eaten. That preserves agricultural income but does not address health risks. And it cannot
be applied broadly without denting food production.
Slower, cheaper options carry hidden costs. The longer it takes to treat a plot, the longer that land is
idle. Even the generous cost estimates developed by Ms Lan of Renmin University do not include
compensation for lost harvests.
That means that Chinese farmers might oppose removing the pollutants that are slowly seeping into
their own bones and blood. Even stunted crops can be sold, and many in the countryside have no
other source of income.
Relocation issues
A decade ago, heavy metal concentrations in the Xiang river prompted Hunan’s government to
relocate metals processors from two cities, Xiangtan and Zhuzhou, to protect drinking water in the
capital, Changsha. Upstream cities like Hengyang enthusiastically welcomed the factories as a boost
to growth.
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ge of Zhengjiang, tucked between an
ng river in Hunan. Crops used to die
. Now they grow better, explains Mr
Yang, a local scrap dealer, while his mentally handicapped teenage assistant grins behind him.
Zhengjiang’s first plant opened in 1980. Soon 20 different processors spewed smoke into the air and
fouled the river and fields. “Back then, no one cared if it was poison or not. They only wanted the
money,” Mr Yang says.
Eight years ago, a provincial environmental team arrived to test the village well. They were so
horrified that they cemented it up. Yellow bubbles used to appear in boiling water, says a shopkeeper
whose wife, daughter and baby granddaughter have stuck with bottled water ever since.
The chemical plants left Zhengjiang two years ago. “They went somewhere in the mountains, where
people aren’t crowded up against them like here,” Mr Yang says. Remediation plans posted online by
the Xiangtan government include transforming the area into a “service industry hub”. One retired
village cadre was vaguely aware of plans to relocate. No one else had been told.
A few months ago, the villagers noticed a team testing the ground. One said he was testing for soil
pollution. Villagers have not heard anything since.
Additional reporting by Owen Guo
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